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DECLARATION OF CONTINUING INDEPENDENCE 
BY THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL INDIAN TREATY COUNCIL 

AT STANDING ROCK INDIAN COUNTRY JUNE 1974 
 
A long time ago my father told me what his father told him. There was once a Lakota Holy man 
called Drinks Water, who visioned what was to be; and this was long before the coming of the 
Wasicus. He visioned that the four-legged were going back into the earth and that a strange 
race had woven a spider’s web all around the Lakotas. And he said, “When this happens, you 
shall live in barren lands, and there beside those gray houses you shall starve.” They say he 
went back to Mother Earth soon after he saw this vision and it was sorrow that killed him. 
 
                                                                                               Black Elk, Oglala Sioux Holy Man 
 

PREAMBLE 
 

The United States of America has continually violated the independent Native 
Peoples of this continent by Executive action, Legislative fiat and Judicial decision. By 
its actions, the U.S. has denied all Native people their International Treaty rights, Treaty 
lands and basic human rights of freedom and sovereignty. This same U.S. Government, 
which fought to throw off the yoke of oppression and gain its own independence, has 
now reversed its role and become the oppressor of sovereign Native people. 

Might does not make right. Sovereign people of varying cultures have the 
absolute right to live in harmony with Mother Earth so long as they do not infringe upon 
this same right of other peoples. The denial of this right to any sovereign people, such as 
the Native American Indian Nations, must be challenged by truth and action. World 
concern must focus on all colonial governments to the end that sovereign people 
everywhere shall live as they choose; in peace with dignity and freedom. 

The International Indian Treaty Conference hereby adopts this Declaration of 
Continuing Independence of the Sovereign Native American Indian Nations. In the 
course of these human events, we call upon the people of the world to support this 
struggle for our sovereign rights and our treaty rights. We pledge our assistance to all 
other sovereign people who seek their own independence. 
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DECLARATION 
 

The First International Treaty Council of the Western Hemisphere was formed on 
the land of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe on June 8-16, 1974. The delegates, meeting 
under the guidance of the Great Spirit, represented 97 Indian tribes and Nations from 
across North and South America. 
 

 
We, the sovereign Native Peoples recognize that all lands belonging to the various 

Native Nations now situated within the boundaries of the U.S. are clearly defined by the 
sacred treaties solemnly entered into between the Native Nations and the government of 
the United States of America. 
 


